
QUEEN ELVIS COMES HOME

  Ext. Dusk. Crazy hot. Looking out through a wood-framed 
screen door we see a thin, indistinct figure on a dirt road.
The figure approaches from a distance in a heat mirage.

Cut to a tighter shot of character: An almost gaunt person
decked out in a shabby, ramshackle jump suit, with white
tassels and garish gold designs. Shot of huge frayed
bell-bottoms ringed with dirt. The character sports a
greased black pompadour, flashy silver shades and impressive
sideburns. The burns overwhelm the small, sensitive face and
very petite frame. The sideburns are clearly cheap, hastily
glued-on costume shop wool.

From open on figure's approach the Song "Queen Elvis" by
Robyn Hitchcock has been playing in the background. It now
comes to the fore as the figure walks in 3/4 time toward a
broken down trailer in an asphalt trailer park.

Lyrics to the 1st verse of Queen Elvis repeat:

"It'll break your sisters heart / It'll break your mothers
heart // coming out's the hardest part / when you're Queen
Elvis, UH-A-uh-HUH-HUH"

There are Pink Flamingos in a warped astro-turf patch of
yard in front of the trailer. The figure raps loudly on the
metal frame of trailer. Song continues.

QUEEN ELVIS
Mom! . . Claire!

bangs on the trailer, waits, bangs again, waits. Kicks dirt
with a black platform shoe

MA! Its me. I'm here.

no answer. She fingers the door-bell button even though she
knows it's broken. A TV is murmuring the Wheel of Fortune
theme from inside. She walks off.

(under her breath )
That's rich. Not even gonna come to
the door. She knew I was comin'.

She walks aimlessly past the row of trailers. She slumps
with hands in pockets, in contrast to the garish get-up. She
finds something in her pocket, has an idea and walks to the
nearby pay phone.

In front of the pay phone she pulls out a phone card, a
Zippo lighter and a camel non-filter pack. She taps out a
smoke and does a Zippo trick on her leg to ignite the



lighter. She lights the cig while simultaneously appearing
to holster the cigarette pack in her right pocket. She
smiles and does a little muted karate move. She brightens
and picks up the receiver, punches in numbers. We hear the
tones of the keypad as entered.

AUTOMATED PHONE OPERATOR
For English press one for Spanish
press two.

she presses one, spits on the ground, wipes mouth and takes
a drag all in one motion

Please enter your security code

she punches in about 100 numbers in a little-kid exaggerated
way with a big stiff middle finger. There is a pause.

Please enter the city code and zip
for the location. For international
calls press 7.

QUEEN ELVIS
What th fuck just want to call
someone ten fuckin' feet away! They
can prolly hear me from here!
Jeezus!

OPERATOR
Please enter the phone number you
wish to call

QUEEN ELVIS
Now you're friggin talkin'

she quickly punches in numbers with middle finger. There is
a click, a dial tone. She nervously runs her hands through
her hair, smooths down her shirt. We hear the phone ring
several times. Soon a faint ring is heard from the trailer.
More rings, no answer. She slams phone down very hard,
punches the keypad with an open fist, spits out her smoke.

What in THEE hell?

she stomps back to trailer about 50 feet away, leaving a
trail of dust. She raps on the trailer with same open fist

MA! Claire! Come ON! It's me. I told
you I was gonna be here.

she slinks down a little and leans her face against the
screen door.

I know you guys r in there. I can



hear friggin Pat Sajack. You guys
don't miss Wheel. . .Claire, man.
Come on, you knew I was comin' out!
Just come to the freakin' door
already! Want to show ya something.

another long pause, she's more hunched over against screen,
body now against it. Wheel of Fortune goes to commercial. We
hear movement inside, sinister whispering.

We see a huge figure materialize out of the dark interior, a
6ft 5 inch, 300 pound man in a Muumuu. Figure is wearing
bright eyeshadow and has heavy 5-O'clock shadow and a buzz
cut. The person has a deep masculine voice.

CLAIRE
Hey Mr. Sister.

QUEEN ELVIS
Hey Clarence. Don't call me that.

Clarence starts to sashay away

Hey man, can I come in? It's friggin
hot.

CLAIRE
Ma says you can't come in. Says
she's gonna call the cops.

QUEEN ELVIS
Call the cops? Christ on a crutch.
Open the fuckin screen!

CLAIRE
Don't murder the mailman, sis.

QUEEN ELVIS
Don't murder the mailman? What is
that? -Banter-? Sub-fuckin-clever
and my 'DO is melting. Open the
goddamn door.

CLAIRE
Can't open the door Darlin'. You
know how she gets. Don't hang the
drag queen.

QUEEN ELVIS
God you suck. You suck and you're
not funny. I've come a long way on a
smelly bus full 'a ugly people. I
need . . .Please open the screen.



CLAIRE
Ma says you . . says she wanted and
boy and a girl, not a girl and a
boy. She's been in bed. With ice
cream.

QUEEN ELVIS
Oh man. What did she speck? You were
queer from day one . . . No man
around-

CLAIRE
I . . .didn't have a choice.

QUEEN ELVIS
Nobody's to blame, nothing's wrong,
but why's it OK for you? I didn't
have a choice either. Someone had to
man up around here, Fuck!

CLAIRE
She's been in bed with Chunky Monkey
and the Enquirer, only emerging to
void and refresh. And only once a
day. In the dark the whole time.

QUEEN ELVIS
Well what the hell, not like this is
something new. I been doin' this for
10 years. I been

(whispers)
queen elvis for ten damn years!

CLAIRE
You been Queen Elvis for ten years
in yer head, doll. I known for 5,
and ma only just a while ago. Gotta
keep what's real, real.

QUEEN ELVIS
Really Real? A...uh...42 year old
friggin linebacker wearing a muumuu
and eye-makeup, dressed for dancing
in a trailer on a Tuesday? Real
real, bro.

Queen Elvis adjusts an imaginary crotch

CLAIRE
More real than what you got swingin.
Anyway I always been this way.
Always. 

QUEEN ELVIS



Yeah, OK. I jus' need her to see me,
to know what I'm doin'. I sold out
tonight. I'm third Drag King on the
bill. Me. Need her to know.

CLAIRE
You do look awesome.

(beat)
But she said if I let you in she was
gonna boot me.

QUEEN ELVIS
So you're selling out my comin' out,
my real me, for three hots and a
cot? Three squares in a trailer with
a crazy lady who eats ice cream in
bed in th' dark? OK.

CLAIRE
Not sellin' nobody's nothin' out,
Sis. Just the ref. A thankless job.

QUEEN ELVIS
And the only job you ever had, you
friggin tard.

CLAIRE
Society does not understand my
needs.

flips invisible wig

QUEEN ELVIS
And I'm gettin along great.
(pause )

No wait, I am.

reaches into pocket

CLAIRE
Not gonna smoke, Mister. Not in the
doorway. You know Ma's a lunger.

QUEEN ELVIS
Not gonna smoke.

flashes two sparkly over-sized show-tickets

I'm gonna leave these with you.

Smoothly slides tickets in gap between doorjamb and screen

CLAIRE



opens screen a sliver, takes tickets, re-closes screen

Look at this! Your name's on there.
Can barely read it but it's there.

QUEEN ELVIS
Just give em to her. I'll be here
tomorrow. I'll try again.

CLAIRE
I'll give em to her honey. I'll try.
I'll put in a good word with her in
the dark.

QUEEN ELVIS

produces a fiver, slips between small crack in screen

Tell you what, go buy her a pint a'
ice cream. When you give it to her,
tell her I love er and show her the
tickets. Maybe leave em on her
bed-side table where she can look at
em in private.

CLAIRE
Can do. That's sweet, sis.

QUEEN ELVIS
Don't call me that. Gonna see you
there?

CLAIRE
If I can get a ride. I want to.

QUEEN ELVIS
We're not bad.

CLAIRE
No. No we're not.

(lowers voice, a conspirator)
I think she might cave tomorrow if
you lost the burns. The sideburns.

QUEEN ELVIS
The Sideburns?

CLAIRE
Yeah, she hates em. The sideburns.
More n anything.

QUEEN ELVIS
These things?



she dramatically, simultaneously rips off both fake
sideburns and throws them on the ground like Bruce Lee, with
an anguished, feminine noise. We see them on the ground
looking abandoned.

Cut back to Queen Elvis' face, in profile. The removal of
the fake sideburns reveal huge black sideburns tattooed on
her face, Elvis sideburns.

THESE sideburns?

she winks, turns and struts off, Queen Elvis theme by Robyn
Hitchcock comes in.


